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2. GLUE FREE, EASY TO RE-USE MATERIALS
Smart click on / off system so upholstery can
be changed as needed. No glue. All materials can be 
separated and re-cycled.

1. ALL PARTS REPLACEABLE & UPGRADEABLE 
Configurate Choice in countless ways to match your 
needs and demands, alter it if your needs are changing 
and create dinning, counter and bar options.

3. OUTDOOR & INDOOR USE
Create the same look and feeling outdoors as indoors. 
The cover can be changed without use of tools, making 
it easy to clean or change. 

5. QUICKDRY & AIRFLOW SYSTEM
Cane-line QuickDry & Airflow system offers cushions
with special QuickDryFoam®. The unique cushion 
composition ensures quick drainage after heavy rain 
and effective air circulation in humid weather 
conditions.

The benefit is dry cushions app. one hour after 
downpour and no risk of mould building inside
the cushions due to the constant air circulation. 
Outdoor only.

7. CHOICE BASE SHELL
The coloured shells are produced with 98% recycled 
Polypropylene, and the white shell with 30%.

4. FLEXIBLE DESIGN WITH DYNAMIC COMFORT
Grooves in the back ensures a dynamic, flexible 
backrest and the open construction of the shell
provides “airflow” and ventilation.

6. POWDER COATED HOT-DIP GALVANIZED STEEL
The outdoor steel legs are hot-dip galvanized, which 
is the best corrosion protection of steel. Secures a 
resistant and hard-wearing surface with long lifespan 
and a minimum of maintenance.

8. SMART CLICK ON / OFF SYSTEM
Smart click on / off system so upholstery can be 
changed as needed.

See how to change 
cuhsions easily

Explore the Choice 
collection

Unique & flexible chair
responsibly produced



“We need to be extra cautious and 
think carefully on how we use the
earth’s resources, there need to
be a reason to bring new
products to the market. They
need to have a purpose beyond
being beautiful to look at”

Designer
Welling/Ludvik



The Life Cycle of Choice

The Life Cycle of ChoiceCane-line believes that responsibility goes beyond 
the design and production of furniture. We are 
committed to a healthy environmental policy and an 
ongoing focus on minimizing our societal and envi-
ronmental impact.

Responsibility and environmental awareness are a 
natural part of Cane-line’s values, and have therefore 
been implemented as a part of our company for many 
years. As we acquire more knowledge and awareness 
on our environmental footprints, we continue to work 
and improve all aspects of our production in a more 
responsible direction.

Each product in our assortment is produced with care 
and respect. Responsibility is embedded in every 
stage of our company, from design process, choice of 
material, production process and even the end stage 
after many years of use.  We believe that great design 
is responsible design.

The ISO14001 certification, SMETA audition, our en-
gagement in UN Global Compact and the Sustainable 
Development Goals express our dedication towards 
this cause.

Read more about Cane-line’s responsibility principles 
on www.cane-line.com.

Responsibility Principles



The UN Global Compact. SVLK – Sistem Verifikasi Legalitas 
Kayu (Indoneasia’s timber legality 
assurance system) certification 
system. 

ClimateCalc. Offsets purchased 
from: South Pole Carbon. Cert. no. 
CC-000033/DK.

International certification DNV-GL 
(Det Norske Veritas): ISO14001:2015. 
DNV-GL (Det Norske Veritas).
SMETA (Sedex Members Ethical Trade 
Audit).



INDOOR
BUILD YOUR CHAIR
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OUTDOOR
BUILD YOUR CHAIR
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YOUR CHAIR, YOUR PRICE
Build and rebuild your chair. Explore Choice price segments.
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Indoor Outdoor

Shell - W/ steel 4 legs
270 CHF

Shell - W/ steel 4 legs
Essence seat cover

430 CHF

Shell - W/ teak legs
350 CHF

Shell - W/ teak legs
Ambience seat cover

495 CHF

Shell - W/ swivel
Full Scent cover

1080 CHF

Shell - W/ swivel
Ambience seat cover

730 CHF

Shell - W/ counter teak legs
Full Zen cover

1000 CHF

Shell - W/ sled base
Full Zen cover

745 CHF

Shell - W/ bar teak legs
Full Scent cover

1045 CHF

Shell - W/ bar sled base
Ambience seat cover

510 CHF

Shell - W/ sled base
285 CHF

Shell - W/ teak legs
Ambience seat cover

415 CHF

Shell - W/ galvanized 4 legs
320 CHF

Shell - W/ galvanized 4 legs 
Link seat cover

450 CHF

Shell - W/ galvanized bar sled base
Natté seat cover

540 CHF

Shell - W/ galvanized steel 4 legs
Full Focus cover

735 CHF

Shell - W/ galvanized sled base
330 CHF

Shell - W/ teak legs
Focus seat cover

510 CHF

Shell - W/ teak legs
350 CHF

Shell - W/ galvanized sled base
Full Focus cover

745 CHF

Shell - W/ bar teak legs
Full Free cover

1065 CHF

Shell - W/ counter teak legs
Full Focus cover

955 CHF

Shell - W/ teak legs
Full Free cover

780 CHF

*See more options in the pricelist



WELLING/LUDVIK
The design duo Welling/Ludvik, Hee Welling and 
Gudmundur Ludvik, are contributing to the renewal of 
environmentally friendly design centered around personal 
experience.

They are defined by a pure aesthetic, stripping away
excess and letting each detail serve a functional purpose. 
They aim to achieve the best possible solution as seen from 
a number of perspectives. Comfort, materials, construction, 
pricing and environment are all defining factors in their
approach to design.







Cane-line is a Danish design company with more than 
30 years of experience in designing and manufacturing 

functional and comfortable furniture.

Life made comfortable is the very essence of Cane-line. 
All over the world our mission is the same – to make life 
comfortable and add value to life and the places where 

you unwind and relax. We are constantly focusing on 
quality, innovative technologies and comfort in both 

products and life to ensure that our furniture is made with 
the greatest care for the environment and the well-being 

of people.

Keep in touch

@caneline   #caneline   #canelinemoments   #canelineprojects

Cane-line A/S, Rynkebyvej 245, DK-5350 Rynkeby, Denmark 

E: info@cane-line.com l P: +45 66154560 l F: +45 66154651

cane-line.com 


